Infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts are used to automate the maintenance and configuration of software development and deployment infrastructure. IaC scripts can be complex in nature, containing hundreds of lines of code, leading to defects that can be difficult to debug, and lead to widescale system discrepancies such as service outages at scale. Use of IaC scripts is getting increasingly popular, yet the nature of defects that occur in these scripts have not been systematically categorized. A systematic categorization of defects can inform practitioners about process improvement opportunities to mitigate defects in IaC scripts. The goal of this paper is to help software practitioners improve their development process of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts by categorizing the defect categories in IaC scripts based upon a qualitative analysis of commit messages and issue report descriptions. We mine open
Introduction
Continuous deployment (CD) is the process of rapidly deploying software or services automatically to end-users (Rahman et al, 2015) . The practice of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts is essential to implement an automated deployment pipeline, which facilitates CD (Humble and Farley, 2010) . Information technology (IT) organizations, such as Netflix 1 , Ambit Energy 2 , and Wikimedia Commons 3 , use IaC scripts to automatically manage their software dependencies, and construct automated deployment pipelines (Parnin et al, 2017) (Puppet, 2018) . Commercial IaC tools, such as Ansible 4 and Puppet 5 , provide multiple utilities to construct automated deployment pipelines. For example, Puppet provides the 'sshkey resource' to install and manage secure shell (SSH) host keys and the 'service resource' to manage software services automatically (Labs, 2017) . Use of IaC scripts has helped IT organizations to increase their deployment frequency. For example, Ambit Energy, uses IaC scripts to increased their deployment frequency by a factor of 1,200 (Puppet, 2018) .
Similar to software source code, IaC scripts can be complex and contain hundreds of lines of code (LOC). For example, Jiang and Adams (Jiang and Adams, 2015) have reported median size of an IaC script to vary between 1,398 and 2,486 LOC. Not applying traditional software engineering practices to IaC scripts can be detrimental, often leading IT organizations 'to shoot themselves in the foot' (Parnin et al, 2017) . IaC scripts are susceptible to human errors (Parnin et al, 2017) , bad coding practices (Cito et al, 2015) , and can experience frequent churn, making scripts susceptible to defects (Jiang and Adams, 2015) (Parnin et al, 2017) . Defects in IaC scripts can have serious consequences as IT organizations such as Wikimedia use these scripts to provision their development and deployment servers, and ensure availability of services 6 . Any defect in a script can propagate at scale, leading to wide-scale service outages. For example in January 2017, execution of a defective IaC script erased home directories of around 270 users in cloud instances maintained by Wikimedia 7 . Prior research studies (Jiang and Adams, 2015) (Parnin et al, 2017) and the above-mentioned evidence demonstrated in the real-world, motivate us to systematically study the defects that occur in IaC scripts.
Categorization of defects can guide IT organizations on how to improve their development process. Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) proposed the orthogonal defect classification (ODC) technique which included a set of defect categories. According to Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) , each of these defect categories map to a certain activity of the development process which needs attention. For example, the prevalence of functional defects can highlight process improvement opportunities in the design phase of the development process. Since the introduction of ODC in 1992, researchers and industry practitioners have widely used ODC to categorize defects for non-IaC software systems written in general purpose programming languages (GPLs) such as, database (Pecchia and Russo, 2012) , operating systems (Cotroneo et al, 2013) , and safety critical systems for spacecraft (Lutz and Mikulski, 2004) . Unlike non-IaC software, IaC scripts use domain specific languages (DSLs) (Shambaugh et al, 2016) . DSLs are fundamentally different from GPLs with respect to comprehension, semantics, and syntax (Fowler, 2010) (Voelter, 2013) . A systematic categorization of defects in IaC scripts can help in understanding the nature of IaC defects, and provide actionable recommendations for practitioners to mitigate defects in IaC scripts.
The goal of this paper is to help practitioners improve their development process of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts by categorizing the defects in IaC scripts based upon a qualitative analysis of commit messages and issue report descriptions.
We investigate the following research questions:
RQ1: What process improvement recommendations can we make for infrastructure as code development, by categorizing defects using the defect type attribute of orthogonal defect classification?
RQ2: What are the differences between infrastructure as code (IaC) and non-IaC software process improvement activities, as determined by their defect category distribution reported in the literature? RQ3: Can the size of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts provide a signal for improvement of the IaC development process? RQ4: How frequently do defects occur in infrastructure as code scripts?
We use open source datasets from four organizations, Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons, to answer the four research questions. We use 1021, 3074, 7808, and 972 commits that map to 165, 580, 1383, and 296 IaC scripts, respectively, collected from Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons. With the help of 89 raters, we apply qualitative analysis to commit messages from repositories to analyze the defects that occur in IaC scripts. We apply the defect type attribute of ODC (Chillarege et al, 1992) to categorize the defects that occur in the IaC scripts. We compare the distribution of defect categories found in the IaC scripts with the categories for 26 non-IaC software systems, as reported in prior research studies, which used the defect type attribute of ODC and were collected from IEEEXplore 8 , ACM Digital Library 9 , ScienceDirect 10 , and SpringerLink 11 .
We list our contributions as following:
-A categorization of defects that occur in IaC scripts; -A comparison of the distribution of IaC defect categories to that of non-IaC software found in prior academic literature.; and -A set of curated datasets where a mapping of defect categories and IaC scripts are provided.
We organize the rest of the paper as following: Section 2 provides background information and prior research work relevant to our paper. Section 3 describes our methodology conducted for this paper. We use Section 4 to describe our case studies. We present our findings in Section 5. We discuss our findings in Section 6. We list the limitations of our paper in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.
Background and Related Work
In this section, we provide background on IaC scripts and briefly describe related academic research. 
Background
IaC is the practice of automatically defining and managing network and system configurations, and infrastructure through source code (Humble and Farley, 2010) . Companies widely use commercial tools such as Puppet to implement the practice of IaC (Humble and Farley, 2010) (Jiang and Adams, 2015 ) (Shambaugh et al, 2016) . We use Puppet scripts to construct our dataset because Puppet is considered as one of the most popular tools for configuration management (Jiang and Adams, 2015) (Shambaugh et al, 2016) , and has been used by companies since 2005 (McCune and Jeffrey, 2011). Typical entities of Puppet include modules and manifests (Labs, 2017) . A module is a collection of manifests. Manifests are written as scripts that use a .pp extension. In a single manifest script, configuration values can be specified using variables and attributes. Puppet provides the utility 'class' that can be used as a placeholder for the specified variables and attributes. For better understanding, we provide a sample Puppet script with annotations in Figure 1 . For attributes configuration values are specified using the '=>' sign, whereas, for variables, configuration values are provided using the '=' sign. A single manifest script can contain one or multiple attributes and/or variables. In Puppet, variables store values and have no relationship with resources. Attributes describe the desired state of a resource. Similar to general purpose programming languages, code constructs such as functions/methods, comments, and conditional statements are also available for Puppet scripts.
Related Work
Our paper is related to empirical studies that have focused on IaC technologies, such as Puppet. Sharma et al. (Sharma et al, 2016) investigated smells in IaC scripts and proposed 13 implementation and 11 design configuration smells. Hanappi et al. (Hanappi et al, 2016) investigated how convergence of Puppet scripts can be automatically tested, and proposed an automated model-based test framework. Jiang and Adams (Jiang and Adams, 2015) investigated the co-evolution of IaC scripts and other software artifacts, such as build files and source code. They reported IaC scripts to experience frequent churn. In a recent work, characterized defective IaC scripts using text mining, and created prediction models using text feature metrics. Bent et al. (van der Bent et al, 2018) proposed and validated nine metrics to detect maintainability issues in IaC scripts. Rahman et el. (Rahman et al, 2017) investigated which factors influence usage of IaC tools. In another work, Rahman et al. investigated the questions that programmers ask on Stack Overflow to identify the potential challenges programmers face while working with Puppet.
The above-mentioned studies motivate us to explore the area of IaC by taking a different stance: we analyze the defects that occur in Puppet scripts and categorize them using the defect type attribute of ODC for the purpose of providing process improvement decisions.
Our paper is also related to prior research studies that have categorized defects of software systems using ODC and non-ODC techniques. We briefly describe the related studies as following:
Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) introduced the ODC technique in 1992. They proposed eight categories as a 'defect type attribute' that are orthogonal to each other. Since then, researchers have used the defect type attribute of ODC to categorize defects that occur in software. Duraes and Madeira (Duraes and Madeira, 2006 ) studied 668 faults from 12 software systems and reported that 43.4% of the 668 defects were algorithm defects and 21.9% of the defects were assignment-related defects. Freimut et al. (Freimut et al, 2005) applied the defect type attribute of ODC in an industrial setting. Fonseca et al. (Fonseca and Vieira, 2008) used ODC to categorize security defects that appear in web applications. They collected 655 security defects from six PHP web applications and reported 85.3% of the security defects belong to the algorithm category. Zheng et al. (Zheng et al, 2006) applied ODC on telecom-based software systems, and observed an average of 35.4% of defects belong to the algorithm category. Lutz and Mikluski (Lutz and Mikulski, 2004) studied defect reports from seven missions of NASA, and observed functional defects to be the most frequent category of 199 reported defects. Christmasson and Chillarege (Christmansson and Chillarege, 1996) studied 408 faults extracted for the IBM OS, and reported 37.7% and 19.1% of these faults to belong to the algorithm and assignment categories, respectively. Basso et al. (Basso et al, 2009 ) studied defects from six Java-based software namely, Azureus, FreeMind, Jedit, Phex, Struts, and Tomcat, and observed the most frequent category to be algorithm defects. Overall, they reported majority of the defects to belong to two categories: algorithm and assignment. Cinque et al. (Cinque et al, 2014) analyzed logs from an industrial system that belong to the air traffic control system. In their paper, 58.9% of the 3,159 defects were classified as algorithm defects.
The above-mentioned studies highlight the research community's interest in systematically categorizing the defects in different software systems. These studies focus on non-IaC software which highlights the lack of studies that investigate defect categories in IaC, and motivate us further to investigate defect categories of IaC scripts. Categorization of IaC-related defects can help practitioners provide actionable recommendations on how to mitigate IaCrelated defects, and improve the quality of their developed IaC scripts.
Categorization Methodology
In this section, we first provide definitions related to our research study, and then provide the details of the methodology we used to categorize the IaC defects.
-Defect: An imperfection in an IaC script that needs to be replaced or repaired (IEEE, 2010) . -Defect-related commit: A commit whose message indicates that an action was taken related to a defect. -Defective script: An IaC script which is listed in a defect-related commit.
-Neutral script: An IaC script for which no defect has been found yet.
Dataset Construction
Our methodology of dataset construction involves two steps: repository collection (Section 3.1.1) and commit message processing (Section 3.1.2).
Repository Collection
We use open source repositories to construct our datasets. An open source repository contains valuable information about the development process of an open source project, but the project might have a short development period (Munaiah et al, 2017) . This observation motivates us to apply the following selection criteria to identify repositories for mining:
-Criteria-1: The repository must be available for download.
-Criteria-2: At least 11% of the files belonging to the repository must be IaC scripts. Jiang and Adams (Jiang and Adams, 2015) reported that in open source repositories IaC scripts co-exist with other types of files, such as source code and Makefiles files. They observed a median of 11% of the files to be IaC scripts. By using a cutoff of 11% we assume to collect a set of repositories that contain a sufficient amount of IaC scripts for analysis.
-Criteria-3: The repository must have at least two commits per month. Munaiah et al. (Munaiah et al, 2017) used the threshold of at least two commits per month to determine which repositories have enough activity to develop software for IT organizations. We use this threshold to filter repositories that contain projects with short development activity.
Commit Message Processing
Prior research (Ray et al, 2016) , (Zhang et al, 2016) , (Zhang et al, 2017) leveraged open source repositories that use VCS for software defect studies. We use two artifacts from VCS of the selected repositories from Section 3.1.1, to construct our datasets: (i) commits that indicate modification of IaC scripts; and (ii) issue reports that are linked with the commits. We use commits because commits contain information on how and why a file was changed. Commits can also include links to issue reports. We use issue report summaries because they can give us more insights on why IaC scripts were changed in addition to what is found in commit messages. We collect commits and other relevant information in the following manner:
-First, we extract commits that were used to modify at least one IaC script. A commit lists the changes made on one or multiple files (Alali et al, 2008) . -Second, we extract the message of the commit identified from the previous step. A commit includes a message, commonly referred to as a commit message. The commit messages indicate why the changes were made to the corresponding files (Alali et al, 2008) . -Third, if the commit message included a unique identifier that maps the commit to an issue in the issue tracking system, we extract the identifier and use that identifier to extract the summary of the issue. We use regular expressions to extract the issue identifier. We use the corresponding issue tracking API to extract the summary of the issue; and -Fourth, we combine the commit message with any existing issue summary to construct the message for analysis. We refer to the combined message as 'extended commit message (XCM)' throughout the rest of the paper. We use the extracted XCMs to categorize defects, as described in Section 3.2.
Categorization of Infrastructure as Code (IaC) Script Defects
We use the defect type attribute of ODC to categorize defects. We select the ODC defect type attribute because ODC uses semantic information collected from the software system to categorize defects (Chillarege et al, 1992) . According to the ODC defect type attribute, a defect can belong to one of the eight categories: algorithm (AL), assignment (AS), build/package/merge (B), checking (C), documentation (D), function (F), interface (I), and timing/serialization (T). The collected XCMs derived from commits and issue report descriptions might correspond to feature enhancement or performing maintenance tasks, (Chillarege et al, 1992) Category Criterion Process Improvement Activity Algorithm (AL)
Indicates efficiency or correctness problems that affect task and can be fixed by re-implementing an algorithm or local data structure. which are not related to defects. As an XCM might not correspond to a defect, we added a 'No defect (N)' category. Furthermore, a XCM might not to belong to any of the eight categories included in the ODC defect type attribute. Hence, we introduced the 'Other (O)' category. We categorize the XCMs into one of these 10 categories. In case of the eight categories, we follow the criteria provided by Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) , and used two of our own criteria for categories 'No defect', and 'Other'. The criteria for each of the 10 categories are described in Table 1 .
In Table 1 the 'Process Improvement Activity Suggested By ODC' column corresponds to one or multiple activities related to software development which can be improved based on the defect categories determined by ODC. For example, according to ODC, algorithm-related defects should peak during the activities of coding, code inspection, unit testing, and function testing. To reduce the propagation of algorithm-related defects, software teams can invest more effort for previously-mentioned activities. The 'Not Applicable' cells correspond to no applicable process improvement recommendations.
We perform qualitative analysis on the collected XCMs to determine the category to which a commit belongs. Qualitative analysis provides the opportunity to increase the quality of the constructed dataset (Herzig et al, 2013) .
For performing qualitative analysis, we had raters with software engineering experience apply the 10 categories stated in Table 1 on the collected XCMs. We record the amount of time they took to perform the categorization.
We conduct the qualitative analysis in the following manner:
-Categorization Phase: We randomly distribute the XCMs in a manner so that each XCM is reviewed by at least two raters. We adopt this approach to mitigate the subjectivity introduced by a single rater. Each rater determine the category of an XCM using the 10 categories presented in Table 1 . We provide raters with an electronic handbook on IaC (Labs, 2017) , and the ODC publication (Chillarege et al, 1992) . We do not provide any time constraint for the raters to categorize the defects. We record the agreement level amongst raters using two techniques: (a) by counting the XCMs for which the raters had the same rating; and (b) by computing the Cohen's Kappa score (Cohen, 1960) . -Resolution Phase: For any XCM, raters can disagree on the identified category. In these cases, we use an additional rater's opinion to resolve such disagreements. We refer to the additional rater as the 'resolver'. -Practitioner Agreement: To evaluate the ratings in the categorization and the resolution phase, we randomly select 50 XCMs for each dataset. We contact practitioners who authored the commit message via e-mails. We ask the practitioners if they agree to our categorization of XCMs. High agreement between the raters' categorization and practitioner's feedback is an indication of how well the raters performed. The percentage of XCMs to which practitioners agreed upon are recorded and the Cohen's Kappa score is computed.
After applying qualitative analysis based on the 10 defect categories, we find a mapping between each XCM and a category. We list an example XCM that belongs to each of the 10 defect categories in Table 2 . We refer to a XCM which is not categorized as 'N' as a 'defect message' throughout the paper. In a similar manner, a XCM categorized as 'AS', identifies that the corresponding commit is related to the category 'Assignment', and the IaC scripts modified in this commit contains an assignment-related defect.
From the defect message, we separate defect-related commits. Each defectrelated commit corresponds to a defect in a script. From the defect-related commits, we determine which IaC scripts are defective, similar to prior work (Zhang et al, 2016) . We determine a script as defective if it contains at least one defect. Defect-related commits list which IaC scripts were changed, and from this list we determine which IaC scripts are defective.
3.3 RQ1: What process improvement recommendations can we make for infrastructure as code development, using the defect type attribute of orthogonal defect classification?
By answering RQ1 we focus on identifying the defect categories that occur in IaC scripts. We use the 10 categories stated in Table 1 to identify the defect categories. We answer RQ1 using the categorization achieved through qualitative analysis and by reporting the count of defects that belong to each defect category. We use the metric Defect Count for Category x (DCC) calculated using Equation 1.
Defect Count for Category x (DCC) = count of defects that belong to category x total count of defects
×100
(1)
Answers to RQ1 will give us an overview on the distribution of defect categories for IaC scripts.
3.4 RQ2: What are the differences between infrastructure as code (IaC) and non-IaC software process improvement activities, as determined by their defect category distribution reported in the literature?
We answer RQ2 by identifying prior research that have used the defect type attribute of ODC to categorize defects in other systems such as safety critical systems (Lutz and Mikulski, 2004) , and operating systems (Christmansson and Chillarege, 1996) . We collect necessary publications based on the following selection criteria: Step-3: The publication must explicitly report the software systems they studied with a distribution of defects across the ODC defect type categories, along with the total count of bugs/defects/faults for each software system. Along with defects, we consider bugs and faults, as in prior work researchers have used bugs (Thung et al, 2012) and faults interchangeably with defects (Pecchia and Russo, 2012 ).
Our answer to RQ2 provides a list of software systems with distribution of defects categorized using the defect type attribute of ODC. For each software system, we report the main programming language it was built, and the reference publication.
3.5 RQ3: Can the size of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts provide a signal for improvement of the IaC development process?
Researchers in prior work (Moller and Paulish, 1993) (Fenton and Ohlsson, 2000) (Hatton, 1997) have observed the relationships of source code size and defects for software written in GPLs. Similar investigation for IaC scripts can provide valuable insights, and may help practitioners in identifying scripts that contain defects or specific categories of defects. We investigate if size of IaC scripts is related to defective scripts by executing the following two steps:
-First, we quantify if defective and neutral scripts in the constructed datasets significantly differ in size. We calculate the size of each defective and neutral script by measuring LOC. Next we apply statistical measurements between the two groups: defective and neutral scripts. The statistical measurements are: Mann Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney, 1947) and effect size calculation with Cliffs Delta (Cliff, 1993 (Tantithamthavorn et al, 2017) . SK uses hierarchical clustering analysis to partition the input data into significantly (α = 0.05) distinct ranks (Tantithamthavorn et al, 2017) . Using the SK test, we can determine if the size of a defect category is significantly higher than the other groups. As a hypothetical example, if defect category 'AS' ranks higher than that of 'AL', then we can state that IaC scripts that have 'AS'-related defects are significantly larger than scripts with 'AL'-related defects. Along with, reporting the SK ranks we also present the distribution of script sizes in forms of boxplots.
3.6 RQ4: How frequently do defects occur in infrastructure as code scripts?
We answer RQ4 by quantifying defect density and temporal frequency of IaC scripts. We calculate defect density by counting defects that appear per 1000 lines (KLOC) of IaC script, similar to prior work (Battin et al, 2001 ) (Mohagheghi et al, 2004) (Hatton, 1997) . We use Equation 2 to calculate defect density (DD KLOC ).
DD KLOC = total count of defects for all IaC scripts total count of lines for all IaC scripts 1000
(2)
DD KLOC provide us the defect density of the four IaC datasets and gives an assessment of how frequently defects occur in IaC scripts. We select this measure of defect density, as this measure has been used as an industry standard to (i) establish a baseline for defect frequency; and (ii) helps to assess the quality of the software (Harlan, 1987) (McConnell, 2004) .
Temporal frequency provides an overview on how frequently defects appear with the evolution of time. We compute the proportion of defects that occur every month to quantify temporal frequency of IaC defects. We use the metric 'Overall Temporal Frequency' and calculate this metric using Equation 3:
Overall Temporal Frequency (m) = defects in month m total commits in month m * 100
For Overall Temporal Frequency, we apply the Cox-Stuart test (Cox and Stuart, 1955) to determine if the exhibited trend is significantly increasing or decreasing. The Cox Stuart test is a statistical technique that compares the earlier data points to the later data points in a time series to determine whether or not the trend observant from the time series data is increasing or decreasing with statistical significance. We use a 95% statistical confidence level to determine which topics exhibit increasing or decreasing trends. To determine temporal frequencies for both, overall defects and category-wise defects, we apply the following strategy:
if Cox-Stuart test output states the temporal frequency values are 'increasing' with a p-value < 0.05, we determine the temporal trend to be 'increasing'.
if Cox-Stuart test output states the temporal frequency values are 'decreasing' with a p-value < 0.05, we determine the temporal trend to be 'decreasing'. -if we cannot determine if the temporal trend as 'increasing' or 'decreasing', then we determine the temporal trend to be 'consistent'.
Datasets
We 
Repository Collection
We apply the three selection criteria presented in Section 3.1.1 to identify the repositories that we use for analysis. We describe how many of the repositories satisfied each of the three criteria as following: indicating the amount of IaC scripts to be small compared to the organizations' overall codebase. -Criteria-3: As Criteria-3 we stated that the repository must have at least two commits per month. The 20, 2, 61, and 11 selected repositories respectively, for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons that satisfy Criteria-2 also satisfy Criteria-3.
We perform our analysis on 20, 2, 61, and 11 repositories from Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons. We refer to the datasets from Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons as 'Mirantis', 'Mozilla', 'Openstack', and 'Wikimedia', respectively.
Commit Message Processing
For Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia, altogether we respectively collect 2749, 60992, 31460, and 14717 commits, from 20, 2, 61, and 11 repositories. Of these 2749, 60992, 31460, and 14717 commits, respectively, in 1021, 3074, 7808, and 972 , commits at least one Puppet script is modified. As shown in Table 3 , for Mirantis we collect 91 Puppet scripts that map to 1,021 commits from the 20 repositories. For Mozilla we collect 580 Puppet scripts that map to 3,074 commits from the two repositories. For Openstack, we collect 1,383 Puppet scripts that map to 7,808 commits from the 61 repositories. For Wikimedia, we collect 296 Puppet scripts that map to 972 commits from the 11 repositories. Of the 3074, 7808, and 972 commits, 2764, 2252, and 210 commit messages included unique identifiers that map to issues in their respective issue tracking systems. Using these unique identifiers to issue reports, we construct the XCMs.
Determining Categories of Defects
Altogether, we had 89 raters who determined the categories of defect-related commits. Of the 89 raters, three are PhD students and co-authors of this paper. The rest of the 86 students are recruited from a graduate course related to software engineering, titled 'Software Security'. To recruit the 86 graduate students we follow the Institutional Review Board (IRB) Protocol (IRB#9521 and IRB#1230). We use the 89 raters to categorize the XCMs, using the following phases:
-Categorization Phase: -Mirantis: We recruit students in a graduate course related to software engineering titled 'Software Security' via e-mail. The number of students in the class was 58, and 32 students agreed to participate. We follow Internal Review Board (IRB) protocol, IRB#12130, in recruitment of students and assignment of defect categorization tasks. We randomly distribute the 1021 XCMs amongst the students such that each XCM is rated by at least two students. The average professional experience of the 32 students in software engineering is two years. On average, each student took 2.1 hours. -Mozilla: The second and third author of the paper, separately apply qualitative analysis on 3,074 XCMs. The second and third author, respectively, have a professional experience of three and two years in software engineering. The second and third author respectively took 37.0 and 51.2 hours to complete the categorization. -Openstack: The second and fourth author of the paper, separately apply qualitative analysis on 7,808 XCMs from Openstack repositories. The second and fourth author, respectively, have a professional experience of two and one years in software engineering. The second and fourth author completed the categorization of the 7,808 XCMs respectively, in 80.0 and 130.0 hours. -Wikimedia: 54 graduate students recruited from the 'Software Security' course are the raters. We randomly distribute the 972 XCMs amongst the students such that each XCM is rated by at least two students. According to our distribution, 140 XCMs are assigned to each student. The average professional experience of the 54 students in software engineering is 2.3 years. On average, each student took 2. (Landis and Koch, 1977) . First author of the paper is the resolver, and resolve disagreements for all four datasets. We observe that the raters agreement level to be 'fair' for all four datasets. One possible explanation can be that the raters agreed on whether an XCM is defect-related, but disagreed on what the category of the defect is. For defect categorization, fair or poor agreement amongst raters however, is not uncommon. Henningsson et al. (Henningsson and Wohlin, 2004 ) also reported a low agreement amongst raters.
Practitioner Agreement: We report the agreement level between the raters' and the practitioners' categorization for randomly selected 50 XCMs as following: -Mirantis: We contact three programmers and all of them responded.
We observe a 89.0% agreement with a Cohen's Kappa score of 0.8. Based on Cohen's Kappa score, the agreement level is 'substantial' (Landis and Koch, 1977) . -Mozilla: We contact six programmers and all of them responded. We observe a 94.0% agreement with a Cohen's Kappa score of 0.9. Based on Cohen's Kappa score, the agreement level is 'almost perfect' (Landis and Koch, 1977) . -Openstack: We contact 10 programmers and all of them responded.
We observe a 92.0% agreement with a Cohen's Kappa score of 0.8. Based on Cohen's Kappa score, the agreement level is 'substantial' (Landis and Koch, 1977) . -Wikimedia: We contact seven programmers and all of them responded.
We observe a 98.0% agreement with a Cohen's Kappa score of 0.9. Based on Cohen's Kappa score, the agreement level is 'almost perfect' (Landis and Koch, 1977) .
We observe that the agreement between ours and the practitioners' categorization varies from 0.8 to 0.9, which is higher than that of the agreement between the raters in the Categorization Phase. One possible explanation can be related to how the resolver resolved the disagreements. The first author of the paper has industry experience in writing IaC scripts, which may help to determine categorizations that are consistent with practitioners, potentially leading to higher agreement. Another possible explanation can be related to the sample provided to the practitioners: the provided sample, even though randomly selected, may include commit messages whose categorization are relatively easy to agree upon.
Finally, upon applying qualitative analysis we identify the category of each XCM. We mark XCMs that do not have the defect category 'N' as defectrelated commits. The defect-related commits list the changed IaC scripts which we use to identify the defective IaC scripts. We present the count of defectrelated commits, and defective IaC scripts in Table 3 . We observe for Mozilla, 18 .1% of the commits are defect-related, even though 89.9% of the commits included identifiers to issues. According to our qualitative analysis, for Mozilla, issue reports exist that are not related to defects such as, support of new features 16 , and installation issues 17 . In case of Openstack and Wikimedia, respectively, 28.8% and 16.4% of the Puppet-related commits include identifiers that map to issues. 
Dataset Availability
The constructed datasets used for empirical analysis are available as online 18 .
Results
In this section, we provide empirical findings by answering the four research questions:
5.1 RQ1: What process improvement recommendations can we make for infrastructure as code development, using the defect type attribute of orthogonal defect classification?
We answer RQ1 by first presenting the values for defect count per category (DCC) that belong to each defect category mentioned in Table 1 . In Figure 2 , we report the DCC values for the four datasets. In Figure 2 , the x-axis presents the nine defect categories, whereas, the yaxis presents DCC values for each category. As shown in Figure 2 , Assignmentrelated defects account for 49.3%, 36.5%, 57.6%, and 62.7% of the defects, for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia, respectively. Together, the two categories, assignment and checking, accounts for 55.9%, 53.5%, 64.2%, and 74.8% of the defects, for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia, respectively.
In short, we observe assignment-related defects (AS) to be the dominant defect category for all four datasets, followed by checking-related defects (C). One possible explanation can be related to how practitioners utilize IaC scripts. IaC scripts are used to manage configurations and deployment infrastructure automatically (Humble and Farley, 2010) . For example, practitioners use IaC to provision cloud instances such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) (Cito et al, 2015) , or manage dependencies of software (Humble and Farley, 2010) . When assigning configurations of library dependencies or provisioning cloud instances programmers might be inadvertently introducing defects, that needs fixing. Fixing these defects involve few lines of code in IaC scripts, and these defects fall in the assignment category. Correcting syntax issues also involve a few lines of code, and also belongs to category assignment. Examples of defectrelated XCMs that belong to the assignment category are: 'fix gdb version to be more precise' and 'bug 867593 use correct regex syntax'. Another possible explanation can be related to the declarative nature of Puppet scripts. Puppet provides syntax to declare and assign configurations for the system of interest. While assigning these configuration values programmers may be inadvertently introducing defects. Our findings are consistent with prior research related to defect categorization. In case of machine learning software such as Apache Mahout 19 , Apache Lucene 20 , and OpenNLP 21 , that are dedicated for executing machine learning algorithms, researchers have observed the most frequently occurring defects are algorithm-related (Thung et al, 2012) . For database software, Sullivan et al. (Sullivan and Chillarege, 1991) have observed that defect distribution is dominated by assignment and checking-related defects. Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) found Sullivan et al. (Sullivan and Chillarege, 1991) 's observations 'reasonable', as few lines of code for database software typically miss a condition, or assign a wrong value.
As shown in Figure 2 , for category Other (O), defect count per category (DCC) is 12.5%, 9.4%, 6.7%, and 0.8%, for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and -content => inline_template("This is <%= fqdn %> (<%= ipaddress %>)"); + content => inline_template("This is <%= fqdn %> (<%= ipaddress %>)\n"); Wikimedia, respectively. This category includes defects that correspond to a defect but the rater was not able to identify the category of the defect. Examples of such defect-related commit messages include 'minor puppetagain fixes', and 'summary fix hg on osx; a=bustage'. One possible explanation can be attributed to the lack of information content provided in the messages. Programmers may not strictly adhere to the practice of writing good commit messages, which eventually leads to commit messages that do not provide enough information for defect categorization. For example, the commit message 'minor puppetagain fixes', implies that a programmer performed a fix-related action on an IaC script, but what category of defect was fixed remains unknown. We observe organization-based guidelines to exist on how to write better commit messages for Mozilla 22 , Openstack 23 , and Wikimedia 24 . Our findings suggest despite the availability of commit message guidelines, programmers do not adhere to these guidelines. Another possible explanation can be attributed to the lack of context inherent in commit messages. The commit messages provide a summary of the changes being made, but that might not be enough to determine the defect category. Let us consider two examples in this regard, provided in Figures 3a and 3b. Figures 3a and 3b respectively presents two XCMs categorized as 'Other', and obtained respectively from Mozilla and Openstack. In Figure 3b , we observe that in the commit, a newline is being added for printing purposes, which is not captured in the commit message 'summary: bug 746824: minor fixes '. From Figure 3b , we observe that in the commit, the 'stdlib::safe package' is being replaced by the 'package' syntax, which is not captured by the corresponding commit message 'minor fixes'.
Recommendations for IaC Development: Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) have reported that in ODC, each of the defect categories as determined by the defect type attribute of ODC, provide practitioners the oppor-tunity to improve their software development process. According to Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) , each defect category is related to one or multiple activities of software development. For example, function-related defects are related with the design and functional testing of software development. Prevalence of defects in a certain category indicates in which software development activities IT organizations can invest more effort. Our findings indicate that assignment-related defects are the most dominant category of defects. According to Chillarege et al. (Chillarege et al, 1992) , if assignment-related defects are not discovered with code inspection and unit tests earlier, these defects can continue to grow at latter stages of development. Based on our findings, IT organizations can reap process improvement opportunities, if they allocate more code inspection and unit testing efforts.
Our findings may have implications on prioritizing verification and validation (V&V) efforts, as well. Ideally, we would expect IT organizations to allocate sufficient V&V efforts to detect all categories of defects. But in the real world, V&V efforts are limited. If practitioners want to prioritize their V&V efforts, then they can first focus on assignment-related defects, as these category of defects are dominant for all four organizations.
Assignment is the most frequently occurring defect category for all four datasets: Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. For Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia, respectively 49.3%, 36.5%, 57 .6%, and 62.7%, of the defects belong to the category, assignment. Based on our findings, we recommend practitioners to allocate more efforts on code inspection and unit testing.
5.2 RQ2: What are the differences between infrastructure as code (IaC) and non-IaC software process improvement activities, as determined by their defect category distribution reported in prior literature?
We identify 26 software systems using the three steps outlined in Section 3.4: -Step-1: As of August 11, 2018, 818 publications indexed by ACM Digital Library or IEEE Xplore or SpringerLink or ScienceDirect, cited the original ODC publication (Chillarege et al, 1992) . Of the 818 publications, 674 publications were published on or after 2000. -Step-2: Of these 674 publications, 16 applied the defect type attribute of ODC in its original form to categorize defects for software systems. -Step-3: Of these 16 publications, seven publications explicitly mentioned the total count of defects and provided a distribution of defect categories.
In Table 4 , we present the categorization of defects for these 26 software systems. The 'System' column reports the studied software system followed by the publication reference in which the findings were reported. The 'Count' column reports the total count of defects that were studied for the software system. The next eight consecutive columns respectively present the eight defect categories used in the defect type attribute of ODC: algorithm (AL), assignment (AS), block (B), checking (C), documentation (D), function (F), interface (I), and timing (T). We do not report the 'Other' category, as this category is not included as part of the ODC defect type attribute. The 'Lang.' column presents the programming language using which the system is developed. The dominant defect category is highlighted in bold.
From Table 4 , we observe that for four of the 26 software systems, 40% or more of the defect categories belonged to category assignment. For 15 of the 26 software systems algorithm-related defects are dominant. We also observe documentation, and timing-related defects to rarely occur in previously studied software systems. In contrast to IaC scripts, assignment-related defects are not prevalent: assignment-related defects were the dominant category for 3 of the 26 previously studied non-IaC software systems. We observe IaC scripts to have a different defect category distribution than non-IaC software system written in GPLs; the dominant defect category for IaC scripts is assignment.
The differences in defect category distribution may yield different set of guidelines for software process improvement. For the 15 software systems where algorithm-related defects are dominant, based on ODC, software process improvement efforts can be focused on the following activities: coding, code inspection, unit testing, and functional testing. In case of IaC scripts, as previously discussed, software process improvement efforts can be focused on code inspection and unit testing, which is different to that of non-IaC systems.
Defects categorized as assignment are more prevalent amongst IaC scripts compared to that of previously studied non-IaC systems. Our findings suggest that process improvement activities will be different for IaC development compared to that of non-IaC software development.
RQ3:
Can the size of infrastructure as code (IaC) scripts provide a signal for improvement of the IaC development process?
As shown in Figure 4 , we answer RQ3 by first reporting the distribution of size in LOC, for defective and neutral scripts. In Figure 4 , the y-axis presents the size of scripts in LOC, whereas the x-axis presents the two groups: 'Defective' and 'Neutral'. The median size of defective script is 90.0, 53.0, 77.0, and 57.0 LOC, respectively for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. The median size of a defective script is respectively, 2.3, 2.1, 1.6, and 2.8 times larger for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia than a neutral script. The size difference is significant for all four datasets (p − value < 0.001), with an effect size of 0.5, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. Based on Cliffs Delta values, the size difference Figures 4a,  4b, 4c , 4d respectively presents the size of defective and neutral scripts respectively, for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. between defective and neutral scripts are respectively 'large ', 'large', 'small', and 'large', for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. Fig. 5 : The Scott-Knott (SK) ranks for each defect category and each dataset. For four datasets, the same rank across all defect categories states that with respect to size, there is no significant difference between the defect categories. For Mirantis, Assignment and Build/Package-related defects are smaller in size than other defect categories.
In Figure 5 , we report the results of our SK test. As shown in Figure 5 , we do not observe any significant difference for script size between the defect categories, as for the three datasets, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia the rank is same for all nine defect categories. For Mirantis, the rank is highest (1) for categories 'Algorithm', 'Checking', 'Function', 'Interface', 'Timing', and 'Other'. For the categories 'Assignment', 'Build/Package/Merge' and 'Documentation', the rank is lowest (2). Our findings indicate of no trends consistent across the four datasets with respect to the relation between size and defect categories. The observation that for Mirantis we observe script size differences across defect categories indicates IaC development process differences from one organization to another.
As part of our methodology, we also present the distribution of size for each defect category in Figure 6 . The y-axis in each subplot presents the size in LOC for each defect category. For Mozilla, considering median script size, category 'Interface (I)' is the largest (87.0 LOC), and category 'Checking (C)' is the smallest (53.5 LOC). For Openstack and Wikimedia, categories 'Documentation (D)' and 'Build/Package/Merge (B)' are the largest with a median size of of 160.0 LOC, and 118.0 LOC, respectively. Categories 'Function (F)' and 'Other (O)' are the smallest, with a median size of 86.0 LOC, and 46.5 LOC, respectively. However, the differences in script size across defect categories is not significant, as suggested by the Scott-Knott test for Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia ( Figure 5 ). In the case of Mirantis, category 'Build/Package/Merge' is the smallest with a median size of 91 LOC. Category 'Algorithm' is the largest category with a median size of 221 LOC. Figures 6a, 6b, 6c , 6d respectively presents the distribution for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia.
Our findings of the relationship between size and defect categories and defect distribution highlight organizational process differences. Considering script size, IaC scripts are not all developed in the same manner, nor do they contain the same category of defects. That said, regardless of defect categories, defective scripts are significantly larger than neutral scripts. This finding can be useful for (i) practitioners: if their IaC codebase includes large scripts, then those scripts can have additional V&V resource; and (ii) researchers: future research studies can identify defective IaC scripts through machine learning techniques using size of IaC scripts.
Defective IaC scripts contain significantly more lines of code than neutral scripts. We recommend practitioners to invest additional verification and validation resources for IaC scripts that are relatively larger in size.
RQ4: How frequently do defects occur in infrastructure as code scripts?
The defect density, measured in DD KLOC is respectively, 27.6, 18.4, 16.2, and 17.1 per 1000 LOC, respectively, for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. Prior research shows that defect densities can vary from one software system to another, and one organization to another. For a Fortran-based satellite planning software system, Basili and Perricone (Basili and Perricone, 1984) have reported defect density to vary from 6.4 to 16.0, for every 1000 LOC. Mohagheghi et al. (Mohagheghi et al, 2004) have reported defect density to vary between 0.7 and 3.7 per KLOC for a telecom software system written in C, Erlang, and Java. For a Java-based system, researchers (Maximilien and Williams, 2003) have reported a defect density of 4.0 defects/KLOC.
We notice the magnitude of defect density of IaC scripts to be higher than that of previously studied software systems. We use Basili and Perricone's observations (Basili and Perricone, 1984) as a possible explanation for our findings. Basili and Perricone (Basili and Perricone, 1984) suggested that if defects are spread out equally across artifacts then the overall defect density of the system can be high. Our possible explanation in this regard is that for IaC defects are equally distributed as suggested by Basili and Perricone (Basili and Perricone, 1984) .
We report the overall temporal frequency values for the four datasets in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 we apply smoothing to obtain visual trends. The x-axis and y-axis respectively presents the months, the overall temporal frequency values, for each month. For Mozilla and Openstack we observe constant trends. For Wikimedia, initially defects appear more frequently, and decrease over time. According to our Cox-Stuart test results, as shown in and 0.13. Our findings indicate that overall, frequency of defects do not significantly change across time for IaC scripts. Findings from Figure 7 also highlight adoption time differences for IaC. For Wikimedia, IaC was adopted in 11 years ago, but for Mirantis IaC was adopted in 2010, and for Mozilla and Openstack IaC was adopted in 2011. We use our findings related to temporal frequency to draw parallels with hardware and non-IaC software systems. For hardware systems, researchers (Smith, 1993) have reported the 'bathtub curve' trend, which states when initially hardware systems are put into service, the frequency of defects is high. As time progresses, defect frequency decreases, and remains constant during the 'adult period'. However, after the adult period, defect frequency becomes high again, as hardware systems enter the 'wear out period' (Smith, 1993) . For IaC defects we do not observe such temporal trend.
In traditional software systems such as non-IaC systems, initially defect frequency is high, which gradually decreases, and eventually becomes low as time progresses (Hartz et al, 1996) . Eventually, all software systems enter the 'obsolescence period' where defect frequency remains consistent, as no significant upgrades or changes to the software is made (Hartz et al, 1996) . For Wikimedia we observe a similar trend to that of traditional software systems: initially defect frequency remains high, but decreases as time progresses. However this observation does not generalize for the other three datasets. Also, according to the Cox-Stuart test, the visible trends are not statistically validated. One possible explanation can be attributed to how IT organizations resolve existing defects, for example, while fixing a certain set of defects, programmers may be inadvertently introducing a new set of defects, which results in an overall constant trend.
The defect density is 27.6, 18.4, 16.2, and 17.1 defects per KLOC respectively for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. For all four datasets we observe IaC defects to follow a consistent temporal trend.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss our findings with possible implications: Figures 7a, 7b , 7c, and 7d respectively presents the temporal frequency values for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia with smoothing. Overall, defect-relate commits exhibit consistent trends over time.
Implications for Process Improvement
One finding our paper is the prevalence of assignment-related defects in IaC scripts. Software teams can use this finding to improve their process in two possible ways: first, they can use the practice of code review for developing IaC scripts. Code reviews can be conducted using automated tools and/or team members' manual reviews. For example, through code reviews software teams can pinpoint the correct value of configurations at development stage. Automated code review tools such as linters can also help in detecting and fixing syntax issues of IaC scripts at the development stage. Typically, IaC scripts are used by IT organizations that have implemented CD, and for these organizations, Kim et al. (Kim et al, 2016) recommends manual peer review methods such as pair programming to improve code quality.
Second, software teams might benefit from unit testing of IaC scripts to reduce defects related to configuration assignment. We have observed from Section 5.1 that IaC-related defects are mostly related to the assignment category which includes improper assignment of configuration values and syntax errors. Programmers can test if correct configuration values are assigned by writing unit tests for components of IaC scripts. In this manner, instead of catching defects at run-time that might lead to real-world consequences e.g. the problem reported by Wikimedia Commons 25 , software teams might be able to catch defects in IaC scripts at the development stages with the help of testing.
Future Research
Our findings have the potential to facilitate further research in the area of IaC defects. We have observed size of IaC scripts to be correlated with defects in Section 5.3. Our findings can be helpful in building size-based prediction models to identify defective IaC scripts. In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we have observed the process differences that occur between IT organizations, and future research can systematically investigate if there are process differences in IaC development, and why they exist.
We have applied a qualitative process to categorize defects using the defect type attribute of ODC. We acknowledge that our process is manual and laborintensive. We advocate for future research that can look into how the process of ODC can be automated.
Threats To Validity
We describe the threats to validity of our paper as following: -Conclusion Validity: Our findings are subject to conclusion validity as the defect categorization process involves human judgment. Our approach is based on qualitative analysis, where raters categorized XCMs, and assigned defect categories. We acknowledge that the process is susceptible human judgment, and as the raters' experience can bias the categories assigned. The accompanying human subjectivity can influence the distribution of the defect category for IaC scripts of interest. We mitigated this threat by assigning multiple raters for the same set of XCMs. Next, we used a resolver, who resolved the disagreements. Further, we cross-checked our categorization with practitioners who authored the XCMs, and observed 'substantial' to 'almost perfect' agreement. -Internal Validity: Our empirical study is based on OSS repositories maintained by four organizations: Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons. The selected repositories are subject to selection bias, as we extract the required IaC scripts only from the OSS domain. We acknowledge that our sample of IaC scripts can be limiting, and we hope to mitigate this limitation by collecting IaC scripts from proprietary sources. We have used a combination of commit messages and issue report descriptions to determine if an IaC script is associated with a defect. We acknowledge that these messages might not have given the full context for the raters. Other sources of information such as practitioner input, and code changes that take place in each commit could have provided the raters better context to categorize the XCMs.
We acknowledge that we have not used the trigger attribute of ODC, as our data sources do not include any information from which we can infer trigger attributes of ODC such as, 'design conformance', 'side effects', and 'concurrency'. -Construct validity: Our process of using human raters to determine defect categories can be limiting, as the process is susceptible to mono-method bias, where subjective judgment of raters can influence the findings. We mitigated this threat by using multiple raters. Also, for Mirantis and Wikimedia, we used graduate students who performed the categorization as part of their class work. Students who participated in the categorization process can be subject to evaluation apprehension, i.e. consciously or sub-consciously relating their performance with the grades they would achieve for the course. We mitigated this threat by clearly explaining to the students that their performance in the categorization process would not affect their grades. The raters involved in the categorization process had professional experience in software engineering for at two years on average. Their experience in software engineering may make the raters curious about the expected outcomes of the categorization process, which may effect the distribution of the categorization process. Furthermore, the resolver also has professional experience in software engineering and IaC script development, which could influence the outcome of the defect category distribution.
-External Validity: Our scripts are collected from the OSS domain, and not from proprietary sources. Our findings are subject to external validity, as our findings may not be generalizable. We construct our datasets using Puppet, which is a declarative language. Our findings may not generalize for IaC scripts that use an imperative form of language. We hope to mitigate this limitation by analyzing IaC scripts written using imperative form of languages.
Conclusion
Use of IaC scripts is crucial for the automated maintenance of software delivery and deployment infrastructure. Similar to software source code, IaC scripts churn frequently, and can include defects which has serious real-world consequences. IaC defect categorization can help IT organizations to identify opportunities to improve IaC development. We have conducted an empirical analysis using four datasets from four organizations namely, Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia Commons. With 89 raters we apply the defect type attribute of the orthogonal defect classification (ODC) methodology to categorize the defects. For all four datasets, we have observed that majority of the defects are related to assignment i.e. defects related to syntax errors and erroneous configuration assignments. We have observed compared to IaC scripts, assignment-related defects occur less frequently in non-IaC software. We also have observed the defect density is 27.6, 18.4, 16.2, and 17.1 defects per KLOC respectively for Mirantis, Mozilla, Openstack, and Wikimedia. For all four datasets we observe IaC defects to follow a consistent temporal trend. We hope our findings will facilitate further research in IaC defect analysis.
